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4x processes allocating at least a portion of the CPU's computing capacity. Add, remove and switch off CPU affinity for all processes. Run all processes in a single processor. Get CPU performance statistics for all available processors. CPU-Control Settings: The program is completely customizable and requires no extra input from the user. CPU-Control is
compatible with 32bit and 64bit Windows 7. Start-up/Shutdown options: Enable or disable the start-up and shutdown of CPU-Control. Stop all other processes besides the one you are currently running. Allow CPU-Control to run all other processes in background. Save and load CPU-Control's configuration file. How To Install And Use CPU-Control: The setup file
is about 1.6MB in size, so it's definitely worth downloading. After downloading, you need to extract the contents of the archive to a folder of your choice. The extracted files are pretty small, and may just take some time to load. Once the extraction is complete, you'll need to run the setup program, which should give you some options to configure the program.
From there on, just click Next, accept the default installation settings, and the application should now be installed. Once installed, you'll need to double-click on the icon to get started, and you'll be presented with a small yet powerful interface. There's no options menu, but you'll see the tab that defines which process you're currently working on, as well as the
list of processes that you have currently set to work on a single processor. Under the list of processes, you can select a single process or a group of processes, and get all the control you need to boost computer performance with ease. CPU-Control's interface is extremely simple and intuitive, so it's not like there's a lot of extra stuff you need to learn to get things
done. In fact, it's so easy that even beginners can't go wrong. All you need to do is select the option you need and click Start. Overall, CPU-Control is a tool that's pretty simple and straightforward, making it easy to use and learn. Even beginners should have no problem getting things done with the help of the interface. Key Features Of CPU-Control: Sets up the
CPUs as the app requires. Allows users to set up and switch off processes. Displays a list of all processes in the system.
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CPU-Control is a small yet powerful software solution designed to boost performance of multi-core systems, setting up the processes to run on separate processors. It may sound like rocket science, but using the application is easy as pie, mostly thanks to the interface that's very clean and simple. It only displays the list of running processes alongside the
available modes, which gives you the power to configure each process in a matter of seconds. And speaking of modes, CPU-Control provides a total of four modes: automatic, manual, CPU1 and CPU2. While the last two are pretty self-explanatory, the automatic mode enables the app to pick the CPU to handle a given process on its own. The manual setting on the
other hand lets users configure CPU affinity for every single process, so you have to define a list for all running processes. Other than that, CPU-Control is just a simple application that comes with absolutely no configuration screen, which should make all things a little bit easier for beginners. Unfortunately however, the app doesn't also boast a help manual, so
rookies who may need info on some of the features are left with no other option than to search the web. Obviously, CPU-Control works on any Windows workstation out there and gets along flawlessly with Windows 7, in both 32- and 64-bit versions. Overall, CPU-Control is a tool that may come in handy to a lot of users, especially because it boosts computer speed
with just a few clicks. Still, major updates to make it a bit more user friendly could pave the way to success. Alternatives AxiControl is a free tool that helps you set up CPU affinity for any application you like. It's a nifty little application that was made with people in mind that have to juggle with numerous processes. As mentioned above, it can be a bit
overwhelming for beginners to figure out how things work. Still, AxiControl does a good job at keeping it simple, keeping the interface clean and easy to follow. It's basically a wizard that guides you through the process of tweaking everything in just a few simple steps. If you're new to this game, the application provides you with some assistance and shortcuts to
make your experience go smoothly. In addition to that, AxiControl also has a neat timer feature that lets you see how much time it will take for the whole procedure to be over. After you're done with your first configuration, you can easily set up
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What's New in the?

CPU-Control is a small yet powerful software solution designed to boost performance of multi-core systems, setting up the processes to run on separate processors. It may sound like rocket science, but using the application is easy as pie, mostly thanks to the interface that's very clean and simple. It only displays the list of running processes alongside the
available modes, which gives you the power to configure each process in a matter of seconds. And speaking of modes, CPU-Control provides a total of four modes: automatic, manual, CPU1 and CPU2. While the last two are pretty self-explanatory, the automatic mode enables the app to pick the CPU to handle a given process on its own. The manual setting on the
other hand lets users configure CPU affinity for every single process, so you have to define a list for all running processes. Other than that, CPU-Control is just a simple application that comes with absolutely no configuration screen, which should make all things a little bit easier for beginners. Unfortunately however, the app doesn't also boast a help manual, so
rookies who may need info on some of the features are left with no other option than to search the web. Obviously, CPU-Control works on any Windows workstation out there and gets along flawlessly with Windows 7, in both 32- and 64-bit versions. Overall, CPU-Control is a tool that may come in handy to a lot of users, especially because it boosts computer speed
with just a few clicks. Still, major updates to make it a bit more user friendly could pave the way to success. Multicore CPU Control 1.0 CPU-Control is a small yet powerful software solution designed to boost performance of multi-core systems, setting up the processes to run on separate processors. It may sound like rocket science, but using the application is
easy as pie, mostly thanks to the interface that's very clean and simple. It only displays the list of running processes alongside the available modes, which gives you the power to configure each process in a matter of seconds. And speaking of modes, CPU-Control provides a total of four modes: automatic, manual, CPU1 and CPU2. While the last two are pretty self-
explanatory, the automatic mode enables the app to pick the CPU to handle a given process on its own. The manual setting on the other hand lets users configure CPU affinity for every single process, so you have to define a list for all running processes. Other than that, CPU-Control is just a simple application that comes with absolutely no configuration screen,
which should make all things a little bit easier for beginners. Unfortunately however, the app doesn't also boast a help manual, so rookies who may need info on some of the features are left with no other option than to search the web. Obviously, CPU-Control works on any Windows workstation out there and gets along flaw
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System Requirements:

Intel or AMD processor with SSE2 support 500 MB of free hard drive space 1024 x 768 display DirectX 9.0 Media Center Edition includes the following tools: Media Center Remote to control your video, music, photo, and network media from a remote location Media Center Server to automatically stream your digital media to a remote location Video plug-ins to
add support for Windows Media files to Windows Media Player Photo plug-ins to add support for Windows Media Photo files to Windows Media Photo Gallery Remote Play for
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